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Abatract- In this paper, we address the problem of the
downlink detection in a mobile radio system with hybrid
time-division and code-division multiple access, wherein
the deployment of orthogonal variable spreading factor
codes allows for multirate communication. Accounting for
a multipath propagation channel, we focus on the detection of data carried by a group of codes (ranging from a
single code, to all active intracell codes) destined to the
same mobile station and on the simultaneous rejection of
the interference due t o the complementary set of active
intracell codes.
We tackle both the problems of Intersymbol Interference (ISI) suppression, and Multiple Access Interference
(MAI). mitigation, and show when it is convenient t o treat
these issues together. Speciflcally, the feasibility of linear detectors based on the zero forcing and the minimum
mean square error (MMSE) criterion is investigated, with
the aim to mitigate both IS1 and MAI. A unifled lowcomplexity formulation based on a sliding window algorithm is proposed for this class of linear detectors.
The numerical results validate the proposed receiver
structure, indicating that the attainable performance is
very close t o the single user lower bound up to moderate
system loads.

I. INTRODUCTION
The 3rd Generation (3G) mobile radio system named
International Mobile Communications 2000 (IMT-2000)
will be based on Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA). One of the proposed duplexing
techniques to be employed for high data rate applications
with picocell coverage is the Time Division Duplex (TDD)
mode, which uses separate time slots for the uplink and
downlink streams [l].
One of the most interesting features of the 3g system
will be the capability to handle services with different
specifications in terms of data rates. CDMA is particularly flexible to handle data streams with different bit
rates, if the system is designed according to a multirate
access strategy. Multirate CDMA is a relatively new topic
for research and some efforts have recently started to investigate receivers for such systems [2], [3].
The focus of this paper is on the downlink detection in
a system where the chip rate is kept constant (in order
to meet a fixed bandwidth requirement) which causes the
symbol rate to be variable according to the spreading factor. Since different codes support different services, which
may be delivered to the same mobile user, the latter must
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be able to detect data carried by a subset of all the active
codes in the current time slot.
Detection of a synchronous CDMA signal in the presence of a known stationary channel with multipath propagation has already been studied by many authors for the
uplink [6]-[8] and for the downlink [9], [lo]. Some drawbacks of these previous studies are: (i) a system model
which assumes an ideal pulse and no oversampling; and
(ii) their implementation as a block multiuser detector [8],
[9]. On one hand, in a real system the non-ideal chip pulse
and the delay spread of the physical channel may cause
significant Intersymbol Interference (ISI) especially when
the spreading factor is small; on the other hand, block
detection is computationally prohibitive even for burst
transmission with short data fields. Some recursive formulations are presented in [8] for detecting all codes, using
a decision feedback interference cancellation.
The present work extends previous studies [6]-[lo]. We
focus on detection of data carried by the group of codes
(whose size varies from one to the totality of all active
codes) destined to the same mobile user. We investigate
four different types of linear group detectors which combat
IS1 by equalization and MA1 by interference mitigation.
We should note that two of them, i.e. the Zero Forcing
(ZF) detector for suppression of both IS1 and MA1 and
the ZF detector for IS1 only, have been already partially
investigated in [lo]. The structures of the MMSE detector for mitigation of both IS1 and MA1 and mitigation
of IS1 only are, on the other hand, proposed here for the
first time. When the detector pursues complete (i.e. ZF)
or partial (i.e. MMSE) cancellation of IS1 only, the decision variable for data detection must be produced by
another stage, a conventional detector, which relies on
the orthogonality of the spreading codes. Finally, a unified sliding window formulation which holds for any of
the proposed linear detectors is derived. The algorithm
is implemented by using a bank of FIR filters and symbol
by symbol decision devices. A detailed investigation on
the software-radio architecture is also provided as well as
numerical results which assess the receiver performance.

11. SYSTEMAND

CHANNEL MODEL

The TDD system specifications envisions a constant
chip interval T,,such that denoting by Q j the spreading
factor for the j-th code, the symbol interval Tj = QjTc
may be different for different data streams. We denote
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Fig. 1. Model of the considered transmission system

(channel estimation)

by {a,(n)}rLl the data sequence spread by the j-th code
( j = 1 , 2 , .. .,J ) where Nj is the data sequence length.
The product QjN, = L d , which measures the length of
the data field in multiple of the chip interval Tc, is constant.
The spreading sequence (Walsh-Hadamard) code for
the j-th user is denoted by
cj = [cj(O),cj(l),... , ~ j ( Qj l)IT, j = 1, ...,J ,

Fig. 2. Identification of the useful samples for detection in the data
format

the j-th user as in [lo] (see also Fig. 1):

(3)
where 1.r is the smallest integer greater than or equal to
z. With this definition, Eq. (2) can be written it9 follows:

(1)

and is repeated each symbol interval. The base-station
specific scrambling code superimposed to the spreading
codes is not considered in this paper since we are focusing
only on intracell interference rejection and we assume that
the interference coming from the other cells is negligible.
The low-pass equivalent of the transmission system we
consider is shown in Fig. 1. The J synchronous intracell data stream, spread with possible different orthogonal spreading factors, are sent over a slowly-varying multipath fading transmission channel. The received signal
is further corrupted by Additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN). We denote the transmitter and receiver filter
impulse response by p ( t ) and q ( t ) , respectively. Assumwhere p is the overing the sampling rate of W =
sampling factor, the receiving filter q ( t ) is chosen as a low
pass filter, whose squared frequency response has vestigial
symmetry around WIZ.
The time-continuous complex baseband signal after the
low pass filter can be expressed as

The received signal y ( t ) is sampled at rate W = p/T,.
By defining the polyphase representation of a sampled
function g ( t ) by g m ( i ) = g ( ( @ - m ) / W )( m = 1 , 2 , ...,p
and i = 1 , 2 , . . .), we have

E,

J

y(t) =

Nj

j=1 n = l

e;-1

which holds since the function f ( t )is causal and has a
finite support. The resulting scalar observation model (5)
describes both IS1 and MAI.
As a final remark we examine the data format of the
TDD standard, which is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of two
data blocks with a midamble in between, which is used for
channel estimation and other purposes [4], [5]. A silent
Guard Period (GP) terminates the data block. From (5),
we can see that InterChip Interference (ICI) is introduced
after sampling, and consequently IS1 among the symbols
of the data block arises. The presence of IC1 also causes
some border effects, namely the overall pulse carrying the
last few symbols of the first data block extends into the
midamble block causing interference in the first (P - 1)
chip intervals (shaded intervals in Fig. 2). Similarly, the
midamble sequence bumps into the first (P- 1) chip intervals of the second data block (the interval is again shaded
in Fig. 2). At the end of the second data block the impulse response extends for (P - 1) chip intervals into the
(silent) G P without being subject to interference. Hence,
we have P L d useful samples for detection in the two data
blocks.

+

cj(i)f(t - (n- 1 ) ~ j i ~ , )v ( t )

aj (n)
i=O

(2)

where v ( t ) is the result of the low pass filtering of v ( t ) by
q ( t ) , while f ( t ) is the total channel impulse response given
by the convolution of the chip-shaping pulse p ( t ) common
to all users, with the multipath channel response h(t) =
Clhl6(t - 71). In the definition of h(t) we have implicitly
assumed that the channel impulse response is constant
over the burst duration. Because of time-spreading in
both the chip pulse (root raised cosine) and the physical
channel, the overall channel response f ( t )exhibits a delay
spread equal to P chip intervals, where P > 1.
We further modify (2) by defining a chip sequence
{b,(k)} corresponding to the data sequence (aj(n)} of
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A . Discrete-time observation model

we obtain

We stack P N observation ym(i) (starting at the i-th
chip interval and spanning N chip intervals backward) to
form the vector:

~ ( ~ ) (=
i )F(N)- d N ) ( i )a(N)(i)+ ~ ( ~ ) ( i ) (13)
By defining a (P + N - 1)-dimensional vector b ( N ) ( i=)
d N ) ( i ). a(N)(i),and a ( P N x nt)-dimensional matrix

dN)(
i) = [y1(i- N + l),..., yp (i- N + 1),...)y1(i), ...)yp( ;)IT.

G ( N ) ( i=
)
. d N ) ( i ) ,as suggested in [lo], we can
derive two other useful expressions for the observation
vector

(6)
.,
In order to express (6) in terms of samples of the channel,
spreading codes and data we define a P N x (P N - 1)dimensional matrix

+

l o

The noise term ~ ( ~ ) ( iis)regarded as strictly AWGN since
we are focusing on a single cell environment.

1

f(0)
(7)
T
wheref(k)=[fl(k+l), ...,fp( k + l)] ,(k=O,...,.?‘-1).
Then we let nj = P+N+Q’-2
Qj
, and introduce a symbolf ( P - 1)

e

*

*

.

F(N) b ( N ) ( +
i )V ( N ) ( i )
(14)
= G ( N ) ( i )a(N)(i)+ ~ ( ~ ) ( i ) . (15)

y ( N ) ( i )=

111. PROPOSED
LINEARDETECTORS

In this section we present four types of linear detectors which can perform under the assumption that all J
spreading codes that are actively used during the detecWe then define vectors tion are known to the mobile user - its own spreading
rate ticking index n =
code(s) are notified via the control channel [I], the othEj((n-nj + 1) = [ C j ( ( i - N - P + IlQ;), . . .,Cj(Qj ers being directly detected by a specific processing of the
Ej(n) = [cj(o), . . .,cj(li - 1lQj)lT,and matrix
midamble.
The task of the four detectors is as follows: given the
observation vector ~ ( ~ ) ( i(with
)
length P N ) whose first
element is in the i-th chip and which extends backward
up to chip ( i - N + I), find the best (according to some criterion) linear detector that detects all the data on which
y “ ) ( i ) depends.
Two types of interference arises in the considered syswhose dimension is (P N - 1) x n,, and cj is given by tem: IS1 due to oversampling and MA1 inherent in the
(1). Accordingly, we define the following data string
CDMA strategy. The former can be alleviated by equalization, the latter by interference mitigation. Equalization is always necessary and to this purpose the channel
. .
is estimated using the midamble. The orthogonality of the
The nj-dimensional vector a;”(i) accounts for the j-th codes is destroyed only when the channel exhibits multiuser-specific involved sequence in the observation ~ ( ~ ) ( i ) . path propagation.
In order to simplify the notation, we drop the superTheparameterlj = p+Q
highlighted in (9) accounts
script
in all vectors and matrices, in the rest of this
for the maximum IS1 which affects each scalar observation section.
(in fact lj = nj when N = 1). Let us observe that IS1
In two of the proposed detectors, we simultaneously
span is larger for a smaller spreading factor and vice versa.
mitigate both MA1 and IS1 utilizing the ZF or MMSE
By defining a PN-dimensional vector of noise samples
criterion. Through a linear transformation described by
T
a
proper matrix T(i) (an nt x PN matrix), we obtain an
(i) = [VI(i- N + l),...)vp (i- N + l),...)211 (i), .. vp(i)]
nt-dimensional vector of soft decision xa(i)for the transwe can write
mitted data a(i)

[

[&I.

1

+

1 ss -’1

.)

J

y ( ~ ) ( i )=

C

F(N)

. cIN)(i)
.a;”)(i) + V(N)(i) (10)

Finally defining a (P + N - 1) x nt-dimensional matrix
and an nt-dimensional vector

[C\N)(i),
cp(Z),..
., C $ N ) ( i ) ] ,

(16)

In the other two schemes, in order to reduce the complexity, we mitigate IC1 only (using the ZF or MMSE
criterion). Consequently, IS1 only is mitigated. Making
use of a different transformation T(i) (a ( P + N - 1) x P N
matrix), we obtain an (N+ P - 1)-dimensional vector of
soft decision x b ( i ) for the chip sequence b(i):

j=1

C(N)(i)

xa(i) = T(i) . ~ ( i ) .

(11)

x b ( i ) = T(i) . ~ ( i )
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(17)

-

where R,(i) = E [ a ( i ) a H ( i ) ]and
, x, M M S E , M i ( i ) is determined according to (16).
0 The MMSE detector for mitigation of IS1 only.
The following minimization has to be performed:

Then, an additional linear transformation, which relies on
the orthogonality of the spreading sequence, is required to
mitigate the MAI. This step is a conventional detection
scheme that uses the code matrix C ( i ) :

xa(i) = C H ( i ) ’ X b ( i )

TMMSE,I(i) = argmin E [ Ilb(i) - T(i) y(i)Il2 ]
T(i)b z

(18)

VI;]

where
means transpose and complex conjugate. This
last step (18) relies on the fact that
C H ( i ) C ( i ) = &.&,

(25)
which leads to the linear transformation described by
TMMSE,i(i)= [FH * F

(19)

X(z)

Iv.

(20)

(21)

which can be interpreted according to (16) as a linear
transformation described by TzF,MI(~)
= G # ( i ) ,where
G # ( i ) is the pseudo-inverse of G ( i ) .
Z F detector for IS1 only. The preliminary soft decision xb z F , i ( i ) for the transmitted chip sequence is obtained according to the following minimization
Xb Z F , I ( ~ =
)

argminI(y(i) - Fa x(i)I12,
X(z)

(22)

which, again, can be interpreted according to (17) as
a linear transformation described by TZF,l(i) = F#,
where F# is the pseudo-inverse of F. Then conventional
matched filtering described by (18) is required to derive
the final decision variable x, z F , l ( i ) .
0 The MMSE detector for mitigation of both MA1
and ISI. The MMSE detector performs the following
minimization

+

A processing window definition and a sliding window
formulation of the detectors proposed in the previous section are necessary in order to employ them in practical
receivers. The following derivation holds for any of the
proposed receiver schemes. Also detectors which mitigate
only IS1 can be accommodated, since the “peripheral”
decision variables affected by the border effects are not
utilized by the algorithm.
The width of the processing window must be large
enough to warrant proper interference mitigation for the
data stream with the largest spreading factor Q currently
used by the system (which may be smaller than Qmo+).
This design strategy yields a low rate linear detector [3],
meaning that the detection steps tick with the symbol rate
of the slowest user. Since we plan to employ a symbol-bysymbol detection strategy, we select the processing window of size N = Q + P - 1 chip intervals such that all the
observation samples that carry energy of a symbol spread
with the largest spreading factor, are collected and used
for the detection. In the following we describe the sliding window algorithm for the first (left) data block (see
Fig 2). The algorithm proceeds backward starting from
the symbols closest to the midamble.
A
We first let M =
which represents the number of
symbols in the associated data stream with the largest
spreading factor, and define :

g ( k ) = y ( Q + P - l ) (kQ+ IP - 11Q),

(23)
which leads to the linear transformation described by

[ G H ( i )G. ( i ) c~$R:’(i)]-’

SLIDING WINDOW DETECTOR AND
SOFTWARE-RADIO ARCHITECTURE

%,

.,

TMMSE,MI(’L) =

(26)

where Rb(i) = E[b(i) bH(i)]. Then conventional
matched filtering described by (18)is required to produce
the final decision variable Xa M M S E , I ( ~ )
The receiving structures derived above seem to imply
that data of all the active codes must be detected. However, if only a subset of the active codes must be detected,
only relevant FIR filters (i.e. relevant rows of the matrix T) need to be used. Hence, the linear transformation
can be defined for an appropriate subspace.

We now present the interference mitigation schemes
which rely on well known criteria.
0 The ZF detector for both MA1 and ISI. The soft
decision x, Z F , M i ( i ) is determined according to the following minimization [7]:
xa z F , M i ( i ) = argminIly(i) - G ( i ) x(i)1I2,

*

-

due to the orthogonality of the Walsh-Hadamard codes.
Note that (19) does not strictly hold except when the
detection symbols span the whole block. Otherwise, there
are border effects, predictable from the structure of C ( i ) ,
which introduce residual MA1 into the decision variables
for “peripheral” symbols of each user. These variables are
excluded from the sliding window detection algorithm.
Eventually, a symbol by symbol decision device produces hard decisions for the transmitted data

&(i) = quant[x,(i)].

+ c~$Ri’(i)]-’ F H ,

&(k) = a ( Q + P - l ) (kQ

GH(i),
(24)

28

+ IP - ll~),

k = M,.
. . , 1 (27)
k

M,.
. .,l. (28)

Due to the cyclostationarity of the received signal we_determine, once per burst, the desired receiver matrix T by

setting i = Q + IP - 110. We then obtain g a ( k ) , the
soft-estimate of ii(k), as

k=M,M-l,

ji,(k)=?-f(k),

...,1.

8,

v.

RECEIVERS
PERFORMANCE

In this section we present some numerical results to assess the receivers performance. The assumed modulation
scheme is binary phase shift keying (BPSK), orthogonal
variable spreading factor (OVSF) complying with those
suggested in [l]are used. The chip pulse shaping is a
root raised cosine with roll-off a = 0.22 and the oversampling factor is p = 2 with respect to the chip rate equal to
3.840 Mchip/s. The multipath channel is a 3 ray channel
where the relative power of the three taps are aio = 1
dB, nil = -13dB, and mi2 = -25 dB and the delays
are TO = 0, 71 = 240 ns, and 72 = 490 ns, respectively.
The delay spread of the overall channel (convolution of
the multipath channel and chip pulse) is truncated to the
value P = 7. Due to the short burst used in the transmission, the channel can be regarded as constant over the
burst.

A . Mdticode detection performance
In order to validate the proposed detection strategy,
we have analyzed the the signal to noise and interference
ratio (SNIR) affecting the iit components of the vector
&(k) given by (29), which are the decision variables for
as many symbols. To this purpose we have considered a
case with three active codes, with spreading factors Q1 =
4, Q2 = Q3 = 8, the latter being the maximum spreading
factor among all the active codes (Q = 8). Accordingly,
the processing window has size N = Q + P - 1 = 14, which
is the length of vector f ( k ) . The corresponding decision
variables are iit = 12, more precisely iil = 6 for the 1st
data stream and iiz = 63 = 3 for the 2nd and 3rd data
streams.
In Fig. 3 we report the signal to noise and interference
ratio (SNIR) on each of the 12 decision variable for two
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For the sake of clarity, note that the argument of y(.)
runs over chip intervals while that of
and
runs over the detection step (wich ticks according to the symbol rate of the slowest user). Denoting
fi, = [ z ( p - l ) + Q J + Q - l , we obtain the length of i i a ( k ) as
Q,
fit =
iij, which is the number of potential decision
variables for all symbols embraced by the processing window. Nevertheless, for a given processing window f ( k ) ,
there are code-specific proper subvectors of g,(k) with
yielding the optimal decision variables for a
length
part of the symbols of the j-th code data stream embraced
by y ( k ) - the other symbols being optimally detected in
the next processing window. This concept will be also
can be regarded as
clarified by Fig. 3. The value of
the equalizer delay, which is different from code to code.
?(e),
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Fig. 3. SNIR as a function of the decision variables (DV)available
for a detection scenario with 3 active codes (Ql = 4, Q1 =

QJ = 8 ) .
of the proposed detectors, the ZF,MI and the MMSE,MI.
The variance of the background noise is set to the value
of n," = -10dB. Considering the 1st stream (91= 4) it
can be seen that the nl = 6 decision variables exhibit a
poor SNIR performance for symbols # 1, 2, 5, 6. The low
SNIR is easily justified by considering that the observation vector y ( k ) does not collect all the received energy
available for the detection of those symbols. Only detection on the
= 2 decision variables # 3 and # 4, which
has maximum SNIR, is performed. A similar behavior
occurs for the two other data streams with QZ = 93 = 8
where only
=
= 1 decision variables # 8 and # 11
are retained for detection.
The performance of the ZF,MI is, in general, slightly
worse than that of the MMSE,MI.

8

8

B . BER performance
In this section we present the evaluation of the average
Bit Error Rate (BER) versus &/No,Ea being the average
received energy per bit. The results has been obtained
by computer simulation and validated by a theoretical
analysis (not reported here), both in closed form and using
the Gaussian approximation, as discussed in [Ill.
In Fig. 4, we present the BER performance of the four
types of receiver operating in a scenario where three codes
with spreading factor Q1 = 4, Qz = 93 = 8 are active.
The BER performance has been evaluated for the data
stream of the fastest user ( 9 1 = 4). The detection algorithms have been tested under two extreme situations: (i)
a pure Rice channel with deterministic amplitude of the
echoes and (ii) a pure Rayleigh fading channel where the
echo amplitudes are assumed to be stochastic but remain
unchanged along the whole burst. A perfect channel estimation has been assumed, hence the performance curve
can be regarded as a lower bound for any practical receiver.
For a deterministic channel (curves marked with circles) no difference in performance can be seen among the
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Fig. 4. BER Performance of the proposed receivers as a function
of
for a deterministic channel and a random channel

$

ZF,MI, MMSE,MI and MMSEJ and a slight performance
degradation is exhibited by the ZF,I receiver. We can
conclude that in the presence of a direct propagation path
and for the considered multipath profile an equalizer for
IS1 only could suffice to restore the orthogonality of the
codes. Note that all curves are very close to the standard
single user lower bound. On the contrary, in the presence
of a pure Rayleigh channel the performance is significantly
worse than the previous one. The ZF,MI, MMSE,MI and
MMSEJ receiver perform approximately the same, equal
to the single user bound for fading channel, while the ZF,I
performs moderately worse. In this case the orthogonality
of the codes is not completely recovered.
In Fig. 5, we present the performance of the the ZF,MI
and MMSE,MI receivers, for a constant deterministic
channel, under various system loads. The normalized system load is defined as p = Ci Qf’ where i runs over all
active codes (0 5 p 5 1). The performance is almost independent of the combination of spreading factors used by
the system for light up to moderate loads ( p 5 0.5) and
it is almost equivalent to that of the single user lower
bound. A performance degradation appears when the
load is larger: see for example the case of p = 0.875.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed four linear receiver schemes for 3G
TD-CDMA radio system to be employed in the downlink
detection. The receivers mitigate both IS1 and MAI, using
the ZF and MMSE criterion. The proposed receivers are
grouped into two classes: (i) the first type of receivers restore separation of users by mitigating both IS1 and MA1
simultaneously; (ii) the second attempts to restore the orthogonality of the codes by simply equalizing the common
channel (to eliminate ISI) and relies on a conventional detector for user separation. The complexity of the second
class is lower but its performance is significantly degraded
when a random channel is encountered. In a deterministic
channel the performance of two detectors can be declared

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10111213
EdNo

Fig. 5. BER performance of the ZF,MI and MMSE,MI receivers as
a function of
for various system loads p.

2,

equivalent if perfect channel state information is assumed.
The performance approaches that of the single user lower
bound, and it is nearly independent of the set of active
codes up to moderate system loads.
Beyond the numerical performance assessment a detailed investigation on the software structure of the detection schemes is provided. A relevant sliding window
algorithm synchronized with the symbol rate of the slowest data stream is proposed and its fine structure is illustrated.
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